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The reading of papers was then resumed. 

6. " Notes on the Alfredian version of Bede's Ecclesiastical 

History of the English People." By Professor Frederick 
Klaeber, of the University of Minnesota. 

For nearly one hundred and seventy years the Old English Bede had 
been suffered to remain buried in Smith's unwieldly folio edition of 1722. 
Even now, when by the new editions of Miller and Schipper the material 
for research has been placed at the service of students with gratifying com- 
pleteness, this uncommonly interesting prose text is still far from being 
adequately investigated. How much uncertainty yet prevails regarding 
the mere textual interpretation, is evidenced by nearly all text books which 
contain specimens from the Bede. We need above all a more thorough 
examination of linguistic details. 

It is no longer necessary to prove the existence of Anglian features in 
the text. But the nature and the extent of the dialectal element should be 
ascertained more precisely. A careful comparison of the MSS. confirms in 
general Dr. Miller's conclusions as to the Anglian original. Especially 
instructive are those cases in which the discrepancies between the different 
MSS., notably obvious scribal blunders, enable us to settle the archetypal 
reading beyond the possibility of doubt. Numerous Anglian forms and 
Anglian words are thus established as unquestionably original. 

The lexical study sheds further light on the peculiar position of the 
Bede and on the stratification of the Old English vocabulary in general. Of 
words demanding our primary attention the following main groups are to 
be noted: (1) -7rat AE-y4eya, some of them of a suspiciously problematical 
character. (2) Distinctly Anglian vocables, inclusive of such as are found 
only in poetical texts. The list produced by Miller and added to, incident- 
ally, by some other scholars is to be greatly enlarged. (3) Non-West 
Saxon words-to use a general name-among which many terms occur- 
ring in " mixed " texts are to be classed. (4) Words employed with unusual 
meanings.-We may add, (5) Nouns having different genders or declen- 
sions in the different MSS., e. g., eiel, bend, gif(u). Also (6) Remarkable 
phrases, in particular some suggestive of Old English poetry. 

On the other hand, our text abounds with "unnatural words" (Sweet), 
mostly derivatives and compounds modeled closely after Latin patterns. 
A number of them can scarcely be said to form a genuine part of the Old 
English vocabulary. Still, we must beware of condemning these coinages 
indiscriminately as illegitimate. The necessity of finding equivalents for 
certain Latin terms heavily taxed the inventiveness of the Anglo-Saxon 
scholar. At the same time, the vehicle of Old English prose was still in its 
formative stage, and the genius of the language imposed hardly any limits 
on the inherited principle of forming compounds. We admit, however, 
that the inordinate use, e. g., of the derivative suffix -nis, marks, in fact, a 
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weakness; and furthermore, the forcing of a specific Latin (or Greek) 
meaning on a formation reproducing the foreign word with accuracy just 
so far as its etymology is concerned, e. g., untodceled (== individuus), rihtwul- 
driende (= orthodoxus). 

In connection with the analysis of the language, and with reference to 
Dr. Pearce's paper on the subject (see Public. of the Mod. Lang. Assoc., Vol. 
viii, Proceedings for 1892, pp. vi ff.), the question of the authorship is 
briefly touched. Though all of Dr. Pearce's arguments cannot be endorsed, 
the theory of joint authorship appears indeed the only one that explains 
the undeniable inequalities of workmanship, of style, of spirit. But in 
order to reconcile the latter with the very noteworthy fact of surprising 
agreement, as to minor matters, in portions widely separated and of a widely 
different character, we have to assume that there was a guiding spirit, per- 
haps a correcting hand and a model which was emulated with varying 
degrees of success. Whether the royal author himself had any immediate 
share in the task of translating or not, we may properly continue to call the 
Bede an Alfredian work. It was through the great King's active initiative 
and helpful inspiration that the great and beautiful work of the Father of 
English learning was placed within the reach of his English people. 

The need of closer textual study is illustrated by an emendation in the 
Caedmon Story (iv, 24). 

This paper was read in synopsis by Professor C. F. 
McClumplla. 

7. "The grammatical gender of English loanwords in 
German." By Professor Charles Bundy Wilson, of the 
University of Iowa. [To appear in Americana Germanica, 
Vol. iIr.] 

This paper was discussed by Professors C. W. Pearson, J. 
T. Hatfield, A. R. Hohlfeld, Raymond Weeks, and Drs. W. 
W. Florer and E. E. Severy. 

8. "The dramatic function of the confidante in the 
tragedies of Corneille and Racine." By Dr. Herman S. 
Piatt, of the University of Illinois. 

Remarks were offered by Professors C. F. McClumpha, T. 
A. Jenkins, Raymond Weeks, C. C. Ferrell, J. S. Nollen, F. 
A. Blackburn, E. E. Brandon, Dr. W. H. Kirk, and the 
author. 
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